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July 01, 2015

Dear Editor-in-Chief,

Regarding the review of our submission to "BMC neurology", the corresponding author, undersigned hereby transfers all copyright ownership to the "BMC neurology" Journal, and understands that the "BMC neurology" Journal will own all rights to the material submitted. The authors verify that the article is original and that the work reported in the accompanying paper, entitled "Injuries of neural tracts in a patient with CADASIL:

A diffusion tensor imaging study" has not been, and is not intended to be published beyond the "BMC neurology" Journal. This transfer of rights is to take effect only in the event that this article is published in the "BMC neurology" Journal. In addition, each of the authors has acknowledged that he has read and approved submission of this manuscript and the acknowledgement of this manuscript. Thank you for your consideration of our article and I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely yours

Sung Ho Jang, MD
- Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, College of Medicine, Yeungnam University
- 317-1, Daemyung 5-dong, Namgu, Daegu, 712-717, Republic of Korea
- Phone: 83-53-620-3269    Fax: 83-53-650-3508    E-mail : strokerehab@hanmail.net